Abstract. We consider two t ypes of graded algebras with graded actions by the symplectic Lie algebra that arise in the study of the mapping class group, and describe their symplectic invariants in terms of algebras on trivalent graphs.
1. Introduction Let sp g be the Lie algebra of symplectic matrices of degree 2g over the rational numbers. In recent studies related to the structure of the surface mapping class group, several authors KM, Mo, Ha, HL have encountered a certain distinguished quotient B of the exterior algebra U, where U is an irreducible sp g -module isomorphic to 3 H=H,H is the fundamental sp gmodule and k is the k th exterior functor. The second exterior component 2 U is decomposed as an sp g -module in the following way: In fact, the algebra B appears in the Hodge theoretic study of the mapping class group M g of a closed genus g surface by R. Hain Ha , who established a theory of mixed Hodge structure for the Torelli group T g := kerM g ! Sp g Z. Introducing the unipotent k ernel u g of the`relative Malcev completion' of the map M g ! Sp g Q, Hain showed that the universal envelope UGr W u g of the weight graded Lie algebra Gr W u g is quadratic dual to the lowest weight subalgebra of the continuous cohomology H cts u g . Then, using the fact Gr W u Let C denote the commutative graded algebra generated by the trivalent graphs that possibly contain multiple edges and 1-loops where a 1-loop is an edge which begins and ends on the same vertex. By de nition, the multiplication in C i s g i v en by disjoint union of graphs, and the degree of a trivalent graph is half the number of vertices. Let also loop denote the ideal generated by graphs containing a 1-loop.
De ne IH 0 to be the ideal of C `identifying' I = H with 4 distinct edges connected to a central edge locally in trivalent graphs. In view of comparison of two situations of our above theorems, it seems an interesting future subject to determine the kernel cokernels of the latter homomorphisms. The idea of the present paper arose during conversations of the rst named author with S. Morita in July 1996 and during a visit of the second named author to Harvard in the fall of 1996. We wish to thank T. Gocho and P. V ogel for useful conversations and especially N.Kawazumi and S. Morita for enlightening communications and crucial remarks.
2. A reduction of Theorem 1 2.1. Trivalent graphs and sp-invariant tensors. In the course of proving Theorems 1 and 2, we will deduce several other results of independent i n terest, which w e rst formulate.
As was mentioned in the introduction, S. Morita Mo using the device of H. Weyl W introduced maps C ! 3 H sp and C =loop ! U sp ; 4 and showed that they are stable isomorphisms of graded algebras which m ultiply degrees by 2. Stable" here means that in each degree m, the above maps are isomorphisms for g 3m. These maps essentially place a copy of the symplectic form on each edge of a trivalent graph, but for the calculations needed below, we prefer to give coordinatewise de nitions of them. L e t , b e a trivalent graph with vertex set Vert, and edge set Edge, and let Flag, be the set of ags, where a ag is by de nition a pair consisting of a vertex and an incident half-edge. Since each v ertex has three adjacent ags, the cardinality j Flag,j is equal to 3j Vert,j = 2 j Edge,j. W e call m = 1 = 6 j Flag,j the degree of the trivalent graph ,. A total ordering of , consists, by de nition, of the following data: a linear ordering of vertices: Vert, = fv 1 ; : : : ; v 2 m g ; a linear ordering of Flagv = f f 1 v ; f 2 v ; f 3 v g for each v 2 Vert,; an ordering of Flage = f f + e ; f , e g for each e 2 Edge,.
Such a is called^-admissible if it satis es the condition: sgn f 1 v 1 f 2 v 1 f 3 v 1 f 1 v 2 :::f 3 v 2m f + e 1 f , e 1 f + e 2 f , e 2 :::f , e 3m = 1 for every linear ordering of edges: Edge, = fe 1 ; : : : ; e 3 m g .Note that the sign is not changed under edge permutations.
Let H beansp g -module equipped with a standard symplectic basis fx 1 ; : : : ; x g ; y 1 ; : : : ; y g g with hx i ; y j i= ij = ,hy i ; x j i , h x i ; x j i=h y i ; y j i=0 o v er Q. Given a totally ordered trivalent graph ,; of degree m, w e de ne f 3i+j := f j v i 0 i 2 m , j = 1 ; 2 ; 3 and OR := ff + eg e2 Edge, , and shall de ne an sp-invariant ,; 2 H 6m as follows. First, regard H 6m as the linear combinations of the words in fx i ; y i g g i =1 of length 6m, and write where sgni = Q f k 2 OR sgni k and x i = x i 1 x i 6 m . The image of ,; via the standard projection H 6m ! 2m 3 H is independent of as long as is chosen to be^-admissible, and will be denoted by , 2 2m 3 H sp . Since the kernel of 3 H ! U equals to HP i x i^yi , it is easy to see that the image of , in 2m U denoted by the same symbol vanishes exactly when the graph , has a 1-loop. Extending the map , 7 ! , linearly, w e obtain the stable isomorphisms in 4.
Let us now i n troduce our basic sp-homomorphisms: f I , f H , f X : H 4 ! 2 3 H by setting the images of t = t 1 t 2 t 3 t 4 2 H 4 as follows: f a;b;c . F urthermore, given an embedding of graphs I , ! ,, one may associate three graphs , = , I ; , H ; , X by replacing adjacent relations of 4 edges into I by those into I, H, X as indicated in gure 2 respectively. Using this notation, for any triple of scalars a; b; c, we de ne I a;b;c C to be the ideal generated by the a, I + b, H + c, X for all pairs I , ! ,. Let C : H 2 ! Q denote the canonical contraction which maps P x i y i , y i x i to 1, and de ne C F : H 6m ! 2m 3 H = fa; b; cg; I ; H ; X in such a w a y that the domain components of C resp. f part of F share the third and sixth resp. rst, second, fourth and fth positions of H 6m . Still C F a;b;c gives a surjection onto J 2m , and the semisimplicity of sp-representations implies that J sp 2m is generated by the images of sp-invariants ,; of H 6m via C F a;b;c , where ,; runs over trivalent graphs of degree m with^-admissible total orderings such that f 3 = f + e 0 , f 6 = f , e 0 for some e 0 2 Edge,. Given such a ,; , construct three trivalent graphs , = , I ; , H ; , X by replacing I by H and X for the latter two, and give their total orderings I ; H ; X so that I = and H ; X di er from only locally in the parts`H;X' as indicated in gure 3.
Then, it is easy to see that C F ,; = , for = I;H;Xand hence that C F a;b;c ,; = a , I + b , H + c , X . Conversely, given three trivalent graphs , I ; , H ; , X which coincide except in their distinguished parts I;H;Xrespectively, w e m a y associate^-admissible total orderings I ; H ; X on the three graphs , I ; , H ; , X such that they coincide with each other outside the`IHX-parts' and such that their orderings inside the`IHXparts' are as indicated in gure 3 with the middle edges shared by f 3 ; f 6 on the three graphs. It is not di cult then to see that C F a;b;c , I ; I = a , I + b , H + c , X . This completes the proof of Proposition 2.1. x k x l y k y l , x k y l x l y k for 0 sp .
Mapping these vectors by f IH , w e nd that 2 2 sp , 1 2 sp and 0 sp remain nontrivally in 2 U.
iii The case I = IH 0 : W e h a v e to re-examine the proof of Proposition 2.1 carefully. Observe rst that the IH-relation can be classi ed into the three types IH 0 ,IH 1 ,IH 2 according to the number of connected edges to`I-graph' being 4,3 or 2. Replace f 1;,1;0 = f I ,f H in the proof of Theorem 1 by its composite f 0 with the projection to the 2 2 sp -part, and set J = L J m to be the ideal generated by the Imf 0 . Form a surjection C F 0 : H 6m ! J 2m factoring through C f 0 id 6m,6 . Then, we h a v e to show that the collection of the images of C F 0 ,; i n 2 m U where ,; runs over all trivalent graphs of degree m with^-admissible total orderings coincides exactly with the collection of the loop is a polynomial algebra on the graded set of equivalence classes of connected trivalent graphs without 1-loops modulo the IH 0 relation. By induction, it is easy to see that every connected graph of degree n without 1-loops is equivalent modulo the IH 0 relation to the graph E n shown in Figure 5 . Thus C =IH 0 loop is a polynomial algebra on the classes of E n n 1.
: : : Figure 5 . The graph E n of degree n, with n vertical chords on the circle.
For a, let us begin by collecting some elementary relations in C =IHX loop. We understand all graphs shown below as parts of trivalent graphs. A cycle of length n in a graph will be called an n-wheel, if it has n distinct trivalent v ertices. Given an n-wheel w I where I is the set of its n external legs and a permutation of the symmetric group Sym I , w e de ne another n-wheel w I to be the wheel whose external legs are permuted by .
Lemma 3.1. Fo r a p ermutation 2 Sym I , and an n-wheel w I , we have: w I =sgn w I modulo wheels with less than n legs 5 Proof. Apply the IHXrelation, regarding I as an arc of a wheel w I i.e., an edge between to adjacent trivalent v ertices. The wheel appears in two terms with a di erent ordering of its legs and an n , 1 wheel appears in the third term. Corollary 3.2. A 2n-wheel w I can be written as a linear combination of 2n , 1-wheels. Indeed, observe that the sign of the permutation = 1; 2; : : : ; 2 n is ,1, and that the graphs w I and w I are isomorphic. Furthermore, a 3-wheel w J can be written as a linear combination of 2-wheels. Indeed, observe that the graphs w J and w 12J are isomorphic. Thus we conclude that n-wheels vanish in C =IHX loop for n = 1 ; 2 ; 3 ; 4 . Lemma 3.3. If a graph contains two pentagon cycles C 1 5 ; C 2 5 which intersect at two consecutive edges, then it vanishes in C =IHX loop.
Proof. Apply the IHXrelation, regarding I as one of the two consecutive common edges. We get that a sum of three terms vanish. One of them is the graph in consideration, and the two others contain squares, and thus by the above corollary vanish.
Corollary 3.4. I f a g r aph contains a pentagon cycle, then it can be written as a linear combination of graphs that have at least 14 vertices. Proof. By Corollary 3.2, we h a v e only to consider a graph without 4-wheels but with a p e n tagon. Figure 7 shows that such a graph has at least 10 black vertices near the pentagon. Furthermore, there should appear 10 white vertices adjacent to 5 of them. Using Lemma 3.3, we m a y assume that the white vertices are all distinct from the black ones, but they need not be distinct from each other. Instead, at most 3 of the white vertices can coincide with each other because this is part of a trivalent graph, thus there are at least 4 distinct white vertices. Thus , has at least 14 vertices.
The girth g, of a connected graph , is, by de nition, the minimum length of a cycle in , B ; recall that a cycle is a closed path of distinct edges. We n o w h a v e the following Lemma for a proof, see B, Theorem 1.2, p.105 . Lemma 3.5. A trivalent graph with girth at least g, contains at least 2 g+3=2 , 2 resp. 3 2 g=2 ,2 vertices if g is odd resp. g is even.
Now, we give the proof of a of Proposition 2.3. Consider a connected trivalent graph ,. If , has at most 8 vertices, by Lemma 3.5, it contains an n-gon for some n = 1 ; 2 ; 3 ; 4, and thus by corollary 3.2 vanishes. If , has girth exactly 5, then by corollary 3.4, it has at least 14 vertices. If , has girth at least 6, then by Lemma 3.5, it has at least 22 vertices.
To sum up, if , has at most 12 vertices, it follows that , = 0 2 C = IHX loop. Thus, C =IHX loop v anishes in degrees n = 1 ; 2 ; 3 ; 4 ; 5 ; 6, and Corollary 2.2 concludes our proof.
Question 3.6. Is the algebra C =IHX loop trivial in positive degrees? 4. Proof of Theorem 2 L e t , b e a vertex oriented trivalent graph i.e., a trivalent graph such that for each v ertex v 2 Edge,, Flagv i s g i v en a cyclic ordering. A total ordering of , is de ned in the same way as in section 2.1 with an extra condition that the linear ordering of Flagv has the same sign as the given cyclic ordering on it. We s a y such a to be Sym-admissible if it satis es the condition: sgn Given a totally ordered, vertex oriented trivalent graph ,; of degree m, w e can de ne an sp-invariant ,; 2 H 6m sp in the same way as in section 2.1. Moreover we see that its projection image in 2m Sym 3 H is independent o f as long as is chosen to be Symadmissible. We denote this well-de ned image by , . The mapping :C ! Sym 3 H sp , 7 ! , turns out to be factoring through the AS-relation, inducing the stable isomorphism C =AS = Sym 3 H sp . Now w e shall introduce our oriented version" of the basic sp-homomorphisms: f I , f H ,
